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Making ID Pocket Compliant with the System Standards of the
Ministry of Education and Training of Vietnam
~SotaTek and EdMuse Form a Business Collaboration to Jointly Develop a
Blockchain System for Managing Official Educational Certificates in Vietnam~
Sota Tek Joint Stock Company (Location: Hanoi, Vietnam, CEO: Luu Chung Tuyen, hereinafter referred to
as "SotaTek") and EdMuse Inc. (Headquarters: Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, CEO: Keisuke Fukui, hereinafter
referred to as "EdMuse") have signed a business collaboration agreement regarding a joint development
of a blockchain system for managing official educational certificates in Vietnam.

SotaTek – a leading software development company in Vietnam – is a national official software
development company, which has a no-bid contract with the Ministry of Education and Training (MOET)
in the area of educational background certification. Through our business collaboration, the product for

proving one’s ID called "ID Pocket" developed by EdMuse will be linked to the National Qualifications

Archive System of Vietnam provided by SotaTek. The ID Pocket will be customized according to the

standards set by the Ministry of Education and Training of Vietnam. The service will be demonstrated

and tested in Vietnam from this month. We plan to introduce it to major Vietnamese universities from
September this year, gradually expanding the service throughout the country.

EdMuse will build a one-of-a-kind business that provides one stop solutions for overseas universities,

overseas sending organizations, and our domestic receiving companies together with Vietnam and
other strong foreign partners.

【Movement in Vietnam advocating the use of blockchain for proving one’s educational background】
In November last year, the Ministry of Education and Training of Vietnam announced its intention to
use blockchain for managing graduation certificates granted by educational institutions.

As the only official contractor of the Ministry of Education and Training, SotaTek has been entrusted
with planning, developing, and promoting a system that will record and protect the data related to
educational certificates in the blockchain. This system is called the National Qualifications Archive

System (hereinafter referred to as the "NQA System"). It stores certificates provided by educational
institutions of Vietnam such as high schools, universities, and foreign language schools. The system
allows to access the stored records when needed.

【Joint efforts of EdMuse and SotaTek can raise the usefulness of the NQA system】
EdMuse has been conducting proof-of-concept tests regarding the implementation of a blockchain-

powered digital certification system in Vietnam since last year. EdMuse is focusing on building a system
that is extremely hard to falsify. The system is expected to be implemented in high-level educational

institutions that produce graduates who are active in the international community. The system will be

useful for verification procedures. The process of linking ID Pocket to SotaTek will enable us to make the
NQA System in Vietnam more user-friendly by allowing students to easily manage their profiles and

show their records when needed. In the future, we will continue to develop ID Pocket in collaboration
with SotaTek in order to achieve the vision of the Ministry of Education and Training.
【What is ID Pocket?】
ID Pocket developed by EdMuse is a product with a high quality user experience and guaranteed

reliability, and can store the encrypted value (hash value) of certificates received from educational
institutions in the blockchain.

This service makes it possible to prove one’s education and training records "anytime," "anywhere," and
"correctly" by digitizing paper certificates using blockchain, which is hard to falsify.

【About SotaTek Joint Stock Company】
SotaTek stands for "State of the art Technology". This software development provider is based in Hanoi,

Vietnam, and develops a wide variety of web/app/ game services, blockchain systems, AI, machine
learning, and ERP. The company’s strength lies in the development of cutting-edge technologies.
SotaTek solves business problems in such industries as medical care, finance, and entertainment.
【About EdMuse Inc.】
EdMuse Inc. proposes client-oriented measures for DX adoption by providing the best solutions, mainly
those based on DLT(blockchain). The company name "EdMuse" combines the words “education” and
“amuse”, and transmits the idea of making an impact on society by enjoying both one’s studies and work.
The company advocates deeper life-long learning and encourages prompt reaction to the
transformations of the social environment.
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